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Introduction

Charlotte Hogg
Joined Bank of England as COO in July 2013; Involved in drafting BoE code of conduct; Was seen
as potential successor someday to Mark Carney (Governor of BoE).
Was appointed as BoE Deputy Governor 1 March 2017; selection panel unaware of info below
though.
Brother worked in regulatory role at Barclays (regulated by BoE, so potential conflict of interest).
From 2013 to 2016 failed to disclose this as part of regular Code of Conduct disclosures. Also did
not disclose as part of application for role of Deputy Governor of BoE 16 December 2016.
However, did disclose via Treasury select committee questionnaire 22 February 2017.
Inadvertently misled committee in questioning (stating she had disclosed), later admitted
oversight. After disclosure, stated she anticipated no current or future conflict between her role
and brother’s role.
No evidence of improper behavior vis a vis her brother OR Barclays. (No financial relationship.
No passing of confidential information. No differential treatment of Barclays in regulation.)
Treasury select committee commented on the disclosure failure in a very condemnatory report:
• “Her professional competence falls short of the very high standards required to fulfil the
additional responsibilities of deputy governor for markets and banking”.
• “Professional competence for this role includes an ability to follow the rules, particularly
those that one has had a hand in writing and enforcing; an understanding of why those rules
are important; and an awareness of the risks arising from actual and potential conflicts of
interest, and the perceptions of conflict”
• “She did not lead by example in her breach of the code”; “multiple lapses” mentioned
repeatedly
Resigned from BoE “in disgrace” on 14 March 2017.

Questions
• How do you feel about Charlotte’s actions and the response /
outcome / sanction?
• What are key learnings for us as actuaries?
• Under what circumstances would such behaviour have been
unprofessional or unacceptable conduct for an actuary?
• Why do you think Charlotte failed to disclose her brother’s role? How
could she have avoided that professional risk? Does this suggest
changes you need to make?
• How would you balance a culture of “speaking up in grey areas &
admitting your own mistakes” with one where “unacceptable
behavior will be met by severe consequences”?

IFoA Case Study – Silver bullet (part 1)

IFoA Case Study – Silver bullet (part 2)

3 Further short case studies
1. An actuary makes sarcastic remarks about actuaries & “typical actuarial
behaviour” on his Facebook page. To what extent do you believe this to be
within the bounds of acceptable conduct?
2. An actuarial student is in a discussion with non-actuaries on an internet
forum. In response to a strongly worded but not particularly rigorous
argument, the student starts his response with “It would have been obvious
to you if you’d been an actuary that your arguments show you’re 100%
idiot”. What, if any, concerns do you have with this?
3. After an evening out with friends (and a couple of drinks too many) an
actuary loudly insults individuals at a nearby table. What professionalism
principles (if any) apply?
What response, if any, would you expect from other actuaries? And from the
Actuarial Society?

Learnings
• What thoughts or insights did you have today about
reputation management that you’re prepared to share to
assist the rest of us?

Conclusion
• Because of the reputation asymmetry,
how should we manage the actuarial
reputation?
• Any reputational challenges needing
focus in Life Insurance?
What exactly is the actuarial reputation?
What about it would you like improved?
What do you know that may hurt it?
What do you intend to do about that?

